Abstract The analytic structure of the quark propagator in Minkowski space is more complex than in Euclidean space due to the possible existence of poles and branch cuts at timelike momenta. These singularities impose enormous complications on the numerical treatment of the nonperturbative Dyson-Schwinger equation for the quark propagator. Here we discuss a computational method that avoids most of these complications. The method makes use of the spectral representation of the propagator and of its inverse. The use of spectral functions allows one to handle in exact manner poles and branch cuts in momentum integrals. We obtain model-independent integral equations for the spectral functions and perform their renormalization by employing a momentum-subtraction scheme. We discuss an algorithm for solving numerically the integral equations and present explicit calculations in a schematic model for the quark-gluon scattering kernel.
Introduction
Most of our understanding of the strong-coupling regime of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) comes from studies employing mathematical methods formulated in Euclidean space. Lattice QCD is the prime example of a first-principles nonperturbative method formulated in Euclidean space-a review describing the theoretical foundations and calculation methods of lattice QCD can be found in section 17 of Ref. [1] , in which one also finds an extensive list of references and results of hadronic quantities calculated with this method. Another first-principles nonperturbative method is the functional approach in the continuum, founded on the functional renormalization group and the Dyson-Schwinger and Bethe-Salpeter-Faddeev equations. These equations can be formulated either in Euclidean space or in the Minkowski space, but it is the formulation in Euclidean space that this method achieves its most impressive successes-Refs. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] are very recent reviews on results from this method.
The present paper is concerned with the continuum approach and is restricted to the Dyson-Schwinger equation for the quark propagator. We recall that the quark propagator is an essential ingredient in the BetheSalpeter-Faddeev equations to calculate e.g. bound-state properties like hadron masses, form factors, etc. Another motivation [8, 9] for studying the quark propagator is that it gives insight on two of the most striking nonperturbative phenomena in QCD, quark confinement and mass generation; the first is related to the notion that a single quark cannot propagate asymptotically, and the latter refers to the fact that hadrons like the proton and the neutron acquire their masses from almost massless quarks. In this framework, quark confinement is conjectured to be associated with dramatic changes in the analytic structure of the propagator, and mass generation with a dramatic infrared enhancement of the momentum-dependent quark-mass function. Possible changes in the analytic structure of the propagator include the absence of a spectral representation respecting positivity constraints, presence of complex-mass poles and absence of a real mass-pole for timelike momenta. Much of what is presently known in this respect was gathered with studies of the quark (and also gluon) propagator in Euclidean space, but very little is presently known on the analytic structure of the propagator in Minkowski space, although a increasingly number of studies has appeared in the literature in the last years, a list of which is given in Refs. [10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] . One reason for this disparity in favor of the Euclidean formulation is that the analytic structure of the quark propagator (and of any other quark-gluon correlation function) in Minkowski space is more complicated than in Euclidean space. This is due to the possible existence of poles and branch cuts at timelike momenta, features that impose enormous complications on the numerical treatment of the nonperturbative Dyson-Schwinger equation (DSE) for the propagator. The same sort of complications appear in the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) formulated in Minkoswki space [20, 21] -a partial list of references on recent studies of the Minkowski-space BSE can be found in Refs. [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] .
In this paper, we present a computational method for solving the Minkowski-space DSE that avoids most of these complications. The method makes use of the spectral representation of the propagator and of its inverse. Instead of solving the DSE for the momentum-dependent mass and wave-function renormalization functions, a common practice in the Euclidean formulation, in the spectral method one solves for the spectral functions of the propagator. One of the advantages of this method is that when performing the momentum integrals in the DSE, one does not need to know beforehand the singularities in the quark propagator, only those in the quark-gluon kernel (comprised by the product of the gluon propagator and quark-gluon vertex function). That is, poles and branch cuts in the scattering kernel can be handled in an exact manner. The method has been used in the past in the context of meson-baryon effective Lagrangians [31, 32, 33, 34] , but it needs adjustments to peculiarities of QCD. One of the most important adjustments, which is discussed in this paper, is the renormalization procedure. Spectral representations have been used recently to solve the DSE for QCD in Refs. [12, 15, 35, 36, 37] and for QED in Ref. [11, 38] .
We describe the general formulation of the spectral representation of the propagator in the next section, in which we also discuss the renormalization scheme. We show how the DSE for the quark propagator can be cast in a form convenient for solving it numerically in terms of its spectral functions. Although our primary aim in this paper is to discuss the formalism, we illustrate its use in a schematic model for the quark-gluon kernel. This illustration is presented in section 3 including explicit numerical solutions for a selected set of parameters. Although the kernel we use is a very crude representation of the singularity structure one can expect from a more realist Minkowski-space quark-gluon kernel, it nevertheless reveals illuminating modelindependent features of the solutions, such as the presence of poles and branch cuts, and positivity violation. Our conclusions and perspectives for realistic applications to hadron structure are presented in section 4.
Spectral representation
In this section we discuss the spectral representation of the propagator of a spin-1/2 fermion in Minkowski space. The discussion is conducted in a model-independent way. Issues related to positivity violation in the spectral functions and existence of complex-mass poles are postponed to the next section. We start with a standard textbook discussion of the spectral representation of the propagator of a spin-1/2 fermion in terms of two spectral functions having support on the positive real axis. Then we show that the two spectral functions can be replaced by a single spectral function which has support over the entire real axis. Next, we project out the Dirac-matrix structure of the propagator to obtain a spectral representation in terms of a scalar function that depends on a complex-energy variable. Finally, we discuss the renormalization of the propagator.
General properties
Let ψ Λ (x) and m Λ be respectively the fermion bare field operator and mass. Here, Λ indicates a regulatization cutoff. The bare field and mass are related to the renormalized field ψ and mass m by renormalization factors as
The renormalized propagator is defined by
where |Ω is the vacuum state, and α, β are Dirac indices; internal-symmetry indices are suppressed for simplicity. The Fourier transform S αβ (p) of S αβ (x − y) is defined by
We have not made explicit in Z ψ , Z m and m the dependence on the renormalization scale µ; this dependence will be inserted when strictly needed. When parity is a good quantum number, S Λ (p) can be written as (suppressing the Dirac indices)
where
are Lorentz scalar functions. The scalar functions A(p 2 ) and B(p 2 ) of the renormalized propagator, S(p), are related to the corresponding unrenormalized ones by
The noninteracting propagator is given by
The inverse of S Λ (p) is conveniently written as
The bare propagator has a spectral representation [21] :
where the spectral functions ρ 1Λ (s 2 ) and ρ 2Λ (s 2 ) are real and satisfy the positivity conditions:
The derivation of this representation relies on the general principles of quantum field theory of CPT and Lorentz invariance and unitarity of quantum mechanics.
It is possible to work with a single spectral function, instead of two, by enlarging the integration range to −∞ to +∞; namely:
where ρ 1Λ and ρ 2 are related to ρ through:
The positivity conditions (8) imply:
It is convenient to introduce the projection operators [31, 32] 
They allow us to project out the Dirac structure of the propagator by writing (9) as
where S Λ (z) is the scalar function
with z = ±(w(p) + iε). The corresponding spectral representation for renormalized propagator, written in terms of a renormalized spectral function ρ(κ), is given by
where, due to (2), ρ Λ (κ) and ρ(κ) are related by the field renormalization constant Z ψ as
As mentioned above, Z ψ = Z ψ (µ), where µ is the renormalization scale. Therefore, ρ(κ) = ρ(κ, µ), since ρ Λ (κ) is independent of µ. In addition, from (15) one has that
A spectral representation analogous to the one in (7) exists for the vacuum expectation value of the anticommutador {ψ Λ α (x), ψ Λ β (y)} [21] :
where ρ Λ (κ) is the same spectral function appearing in (9) and
with p 0 = p 2 + κ 2 . For x 0 = y 0 , the left hand side of (18) gives the equal-time anticommutador:
Using that
This result is important for two main reasons. First, it allows us to relate the renormalization constant Z ψ to the renormalized spectral function ρ(κ) by using (16):
We will come back to this relationship in section 3, in which we discuss numerical results. Second, it implies that S Λ (z) has no zeros or poles off the real axis for positive ρ Λ (κ). This is shown as follows. Taking z = x+iy, with x and y real, one has
The imaginary part of S Λ (z) is then given by
This is zero if y = 0 when ρ Λ (κ) > 0; therefore, if there is a zero in S Λ (z), it must lie on the real axis. When ρ Λ (κ) is not positive, one can have singularities off the real axis. The absence of a zero off the real axis in S Λ (z) means that the inverse of the propagator does not have a pole off the real axis. This feature allows us to write a a spectral representation for the inverse of S Λ (z):
and S
−1
Λ (p) is obtained from this expression making use of the projection operators P ± (p):
One can easily show that S −1 Λ (z) also does not have zeros off the real axis if σ Λ (κ) > 0; in this case, S Λ (z) has no poles off the real axis. The renormalized inverse is
where the renormalized spectral function σ (κ) is given by
Again, we have suppressed the µ dependence the spectral function. From (27) one has that
One can obtain a relationship between the σ (κ) and ρ(κ) spectral functions: using the identity
and taking into account (29) and (17), one obtains
The inverse relationship is obtained a follows: since S −1 (z)
= S(z), one can write using (29)
In (32), M p is a mass pole and R(M p ) the corresponding residue. This pole is found as a zero of S −1 (z); when there is more than one pole, one has to sum over all poles, when none exit, R(M p ) = 0. We note that a pole mass is a well-defined concept in QED [21] , with M p being taken as the definition of the electron mass. In QCD, M p can be defined unambiguously in perturbation theory only, in which case it is infrared finite and gauge independent to all orders in perturbation theory [39] . Away from perturbation theory, a quark pole mass is thought be in conflict with the hypothesis of quark confinement. However, the concept of a pole mass can be of phenomenological interest and not necessarily in conflict with confinement: in addition to a zero on the real axis, i.e. for z = M p that is real, there might exist complex-conjugate zeros, z = m R ± im I and positivity violation. We come back to this discussion in section 3.
Renormalization
Renomalization conditions need to be imposed to determine Z ψ (µ) and Z m (µ). Here it is important to make explicit the µ dependence in the renormalized quantities. In QCD, for the reasons just discussed, one imposes that at some value of an Euclidean momentum p 2 = −µ 2 < 0 the propagator is given by
where m(µ) is the renormalized current quark mass. Using the projection operators, one can easily show that Z ψ (µ) and Z m (µ) are given in terms of the spectral function σ (κ, µ) by the following expressions
and
Replacing these results in (27) , one obtains for S −1 (z, µ):
Notice that (22) and (35) taken together lead to a relationship between the renormalized spectral function of the propagator, ρ(κ, µ), and of the its inverse, σ (κ, µ), namely:
This equality plays an important role in the identification of a positivity violation of the spectral functions. The renormalized A(p 2 , µ) and B(p 2 , µ) functions defined in (4) can be written in terms of S −1 (z) and using the renormalized expression (37) for S −1 (z), they are given by
Another renormalization condition is to impose that the propagator has a pole at some timelike momentum p 2 = µ 2 ≡ M 2 p > 0, which is known as the on-shell (os) renormalization condition. For completeness, we present the corresponding expressions for the renormalization constants and the DSE in this scheme [31, 32] :
The residue of the pole is set to unity.
Model calculation
We illustrate the application of the formalism with a schematic model for the quark-gluon kernel in the DysonSchwinger equation (DSE) for quark propagator. We recall that the DSE in its unrenormalized form can be written as
where D µν Λ and Γ a Λ ν are the unrenormalized gluon propagator and quark-gluon vertex function, and T a = λ a /2, a = 1, · · · , 8, where λ a are the color-SU(3) Gell-Mann matrices.
The model consists in taking for the quark-gluon kernel,
with
where ς is a mass-scale and R(q, p − q, p) is a singularity-free form-factor that will be specified shortly ahead. The motivation for this choice is that one expects singularities at timelike momentain in the quark-gluon kernel, coming either from the gluon propagator or from the quark-gluon vertex, or from both. Certainly, a much more complex singularity structure than of a single pole can be expected [40, 4, 41, 42] , but this singlepole Ansatz serves our needs here for an application to a concrete case. It is also rich enough to highlight interesting features of the propagator in Minkowski space. Moreover, it also serves to emphasize that the appearance of alterations in the analytic properties of the propagator can appear in models with no clear connection to QCD. It should be clear that with this model, with no proper µ−running of the parameters of the quark-gluon kernel, the mass function will be scale dependent. Projecting out the Dirac-matrix structure and using the renormalization constants and the spectral representation for S under the integral in (44), the renormalized form of the DSE can be written as
where C F = T a T a = 3/4, and K(w(p), κ) is given by
From (29), one obtains for σ (κ, µ):
where α s = g 2 /4π, and θ is the Heaviside step function. The problem is solved by iteration: (1) we start with an Ansatz for ρ(κ) and obtain an expression for σ (κ) from (49); (2) this σ (κ) is inserted in (37) and a new ρ(κ) is determined from (32) , where M p and R(M p ) are determined from S −1 (z) = 0; (3) then this ρ(κ) is used in (49) to obtain a new σ (κ). Steps (1)-(3) are repeated until convergence is achieved within a prescribed precision. When using an on-shell renormalization, ones uses (43) instead of (37) in step (2) of the iteration and there is no need to determine M p and R(M p ) because they are set by the renormalization condition.
In the following we present a selected set of results for the spectral functions ρ(κ) and σ (κ), and the A(p 2 ), B(p 2 ) and M(p 2 ) = B(p 2 )/A(p 2 ) functions. In this toy-model calculation, we use for
, where ω is a parameter. We use the same f for each leg σ(κ)
[GeV] Fig. 1 The nonpole part ρ(κ) of the ρ(κ) spectral function, defined in (33) , and the σ (κ) spectral function. The parameters are those in (50).
of the quark-gluon kernel to avoid proliferation of parameters. A typical set of parameters, which gives a mass function such that M(p 2 = 0) ≈ M p ≈ 0.35 GeV, which is a typical value of a Nambu-Jona-Lasinio constituent-quark mass, is the following:
The choice for the value of ς is inspired on the gluon-mass scale found in different studies of the gluon propagator in the infrared-see the review in Ref. [4] . Other parameter values around those in (50) lead to the same qualitative results.
The propagator presents only a real pole, at M p = 0.36 GeV with residue R(M p ) = 0.83. In Fig. 1 we show ρ(κ) and σ (κ)-recall that ρ(κ) is the nonpole part of ρ(κ), defined in (33) . The figure reveals that the spectral functions are negative in a range of κ, indicating that for this schematic quark-gluon kernel there is positivity violation. We note that positivity violation already occurs in an one-loop calculation of the spectral functions. In an one-loop calculation, σ (κ) is obtained from (49) by using the delta-function piece of ρ(κ) in that equation. The positivity violation is not avoided using softer or harder form factors f (q). The negative piece in σ (κ) comes from the −2κκ in (κ − κ ) 2 − 2κκ − ς 2 in (49). This −2κκ appears because of the γ µ in the quark-gluon kernel (45) ; in models with a pseudocalar or a scalar kernel, the −2κκ term is absent and the spectral functions are positive [31, 32, 33, 34] . Such a positivity violation in the spectral functions is also seen in the recent investigations of Refs. [17, 19] using other quark-gluon kernels. Figure 2 presents the solutions for the functions A(p 2 ), B(p 2 ) and M(p 2 ) = B(p 2 )/A(p 2 ) defined in (4). The insets in the plots of this figure are zooms into the region of the threshold of a branch cut, a cusp at p 2 = (M p + ς ) 2 . This threshold exists because of the pole in (46). The existence of such a cusp, or of more cusps, is a universal feature that will appear with any model in which poles exist in the quark-gluon kernel. For example, with a "Landau-gauge" Ansatz, where the γ µ in (45) is replaced by (g µν − q µ q ν /q 2 )γ ν , one more cusp appears at p 2 = M 2 p , which obviously comes from the 1/q 2 in this expression. Such two-cusp structure is clearly seen in the corresponding plots in Refs. [17, 19] in which the Landau gauge is used. Certainly, depending on the complexity of the analytic structure of the quark-gluon kernel, one can expect an even more interesting analytic structure in these functions for p 2 > 0.
It is important to note that the positivity violation obtained here is not related to the presence of complexmass poles; for this model-interaction with the parameters in (50), there are no complex-mass poles. A signal for the presence of such complex-mass poles is the violation of the equality in (38), in that the integral over ρ(κ) does not vanish [31, 32] -in the present calculation, the equality is respected. Complex-mass poles are found in this model, but for parameters very different from those in (50). Moreover, positivity violation is also obtained when using the on-shell renomalization scheme, specified by the equations (41)- (43) . In this scheme, the pole mass is set as a renormalization condition. In this scheme, positivity violation also does not depend on the values of the parameters employed. It is also obtained in a one-loop calculation in this scheme. The origin of the positivity violation is again the term −2κκ , discussed above. Moreover, complex-mass poles are also found in the on-shell scheme for certain values of the parameters. The appearance of such complex-mass poles, in any of the two renormalization schemes, is closely related to the ultraviolet behavior of the quarkgluon kernel: when the interaction is screened in the ultraviolet, the complex-mass poles recede to infinity, in a way very similar to the meson-baryon case investigated in Refs. [32, 33, 34] . We leave for a future work the investigation of these issues [43] .
Conclusions and perspectives
We presented a computational method for solving the Dyson-Schwinger equation (DSE) for the quark propagator in Minkowski space. The method uses the spectral representation of the propagator and of its inverse. Instead of solving the DSE for the momentum-dependent mass and renormalization functions, as it is usually solved in its Euclidean formulation, in the spectral method the DSE is solved for the spectral functions. As an application of the formalism, we has used a schematic model for the quark-gluon kernel. Although the model is a very crude representation of the singularity structure of the quark-gluon kernel in Minkowski space, it served the purpose to illustrate important features of the solutions, such as the presence of poles and branch cuts, and positivity violation. The model calculation served to illustrate in particular the fact that one can obtain positivity violation in the quark propagator in models whose connection to QCD is not a priori clear. We recall that positivity violation in the propagator is conjectured to be relevant for the interpretation of quark confinement, it that it implies that a quark can not be associated with an asymptotic state. We have shown that positive violation is not necessarily related to the presence of complex-mass poles, as they are absent in this model-interaction for the parameters used in the calculation. Moreover, we have pointed out that positivity violation is also obtained in an one-loop perturbative calculation, and is independent of the renormalization conditions. These results have obvious impact for calculations obtaining positivity violation using different models, as it poses the question whether it is a real feature of QCD or of the particular model and of the particular truncation used to solve the DSE.
Future work includes examination of these issues in more realistic models of QCD. One envisages progress with methods based on systematic improvements on a zeroth-order approximation that captures essential features of QCD, examples of which are those of Refs. [43, 44, 17, 45] .
